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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Fifty-Seventh Day: Friday, February 16, 2018 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 553*-159-107-79—29%W, 62%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
BEST BET: #10 Sportscaster (6th race)—5-2 M.L. 
LIVE LONGSHOT: #11 I Wanna (10th race)—12-1 M.L. 
 
RACE ONE 
(#2)JAN ONE: Dirt-to-turf play, exits “live” heat; should relish two-turns  
(#4)KITTEN’S COVERGIRL: Tough beat for $50,000 last time; improving 
(#5)FOREVER THANKFUL: Has never missed the tri; first time for a tag 
(#6)SUGARCOATED KITTEN: Gray should love the surface change—upside 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-5-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#5)I TURN A NIGHT UP: Sports a sharp work tab; “bullet” blowout noted  
(#2)NOBLE COMMANDER: He has some solid gate works; cost $235,000 
(#4)DEXTER: Was fourth in the key prep for this; will be tighter this time 
(#1)NOBLE DRAMA: Awkward start hurt in debut effort; been gelded since 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-4-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#2)ROSES IN THE SOUTH: She has won 3 of her last 4; “bullet” in holster  
(#4)NONSUCH: Consistent filly creeps down in class; route-to-sprint play 
(#3)DIAL WON: Won both her starts outside of stakes company; 8-1 M.L. 
(#1)MAKE ME PROUD: Last is better than it looks on paper; saves ground 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-4-3-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#7)PAYNTER’S BOY: Beaten chalk in past two but like cutback to 6-panels 
(#6)HONZA: 3rd behind two next-out winners despite rough start on debut 
(#3)SWEET CRUISIN: $175,000 colt attracts Saez; snug debut for $35K? 
(#5)TIZPURE: On the drop for the Romans Barn; training forwardly in A.M. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-3-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#6)OFFSHORE TRIP: Loving the cutback to 5 furlongs; hooks a soft bunch  
(#7)DOMENIC: Troubled trips in past three starts; no world beaters in here 
(#8)DISRUPTOR: Toss last on dirt with blinkers; back to the turf, hood “off” 
(#5)LOOKIN SAVVY: Significant class drop; has hints of green in pedigree 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-7-8-5 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#10)SPORTSCASTER: Just won for $16K, right back today; likes GP turf 
(#12)VERY COLORFUL: Overcame rough start, wide trip in last; 15-1 M.L. 
(#5)FAVORITE HEIR: Gets some needed class relief; rough trip in last start 
(#4)APPA: Placed in 5-of-6 on the GP turf; exits conditioned claiming ranks 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-12-5-4 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#2)DEPENDABLE PHIL: Like the turf-to-dirt move; blinkers “on” noted  
(#3)VALDOCCO: Second behind daylight winner in last; “bullet” in holster  
(#4)SUMNER: Got a shot in the arm of confidence in last; cost $120,000 
(#5)THREE STAR STONE: He’s a tick cheap but very consistent; 6-1 M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-3-4-5 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#3)SALUTE THE COLONEL: Length & change shy of winning past 3 starts  
(#6)CHARLIE MOPS: Placed in 15-of-19 lifetime starts; love hood “off” play 
(#2)TWO STEP TIME: Lost all chance at the start in last; Maker on the drop 
(#5)THORISTIC: Slight cutback is on point; attracts Saez and 6-1 on M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-2-5 
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RACE NINE 
(#10)ATIZAPAN: Toss last—reared, hit gate at start; F. Abreu 20% off claim 
(#2)COTTON COLORS: Brutal trip last time; cutback to 5.5F on the money  
(#9)UNLEASH HIM: Game second on the front end last time; gets in light 
(#6)SILVER SHALIS: All dressed up, nowhere to go in last; 10-1 on M.L. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-2-9-6 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#11)I WANNA: Steps up but ran huge on debut at 28-1—overlay again 
(#3)MARCH TO THE ARCH: Solid finish on debut over “good” turf; tighter 
(#4)BLUE LUTE: Just missed at Tampa off near 2-month hiatus; improves 
(#5)MERRY GO ROUND: Heading in the right direction; is capable fresh 
 
SELECTIONS: 11-3-4-5 
 
 
* Selections not posted Friday, January 26-Sunday, January 28, 2018, 
and Saturday, February 3, 2018 
 
 
 


